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Tamales are eaten throughout Latin America. Tamales are made from corn dough
(called masa in Spanish), stuffed with various fillings, and wrapped in a banana leaf or
corn husk. Once the tamales are wrapped, they are usually steamed, grilled, or roasted
over coals to cook the masa. Tamales take all day to prepare because they are made in
large batches, and groups of family members and friends gather together to make them.
Traditionally, they are served for special occasions and holidays, such as Christmas, Day
of the Dead (Día de los Muertos), and Independence Day.
Tamales originated approximately 2000 years ago in Mesoamerica, a region in
Central America that covers southern Mexico, Belize, Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras,
Nicaragua, and northern Costa Rica. When indigenous people needed a hearty food that
could be prepared ahead of time and easily transported for their army, they crafted
tamales. As the various armies conquered lands across Latin America, tamales spread to
other countries. Today, they are eaten in every country in Latin America.
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Depending on the local food, tamales have different fillings across countries and
regions. Fillings include tomato sauce, chicken, beef, pork, olives, peppers, raisins,
capers, almonds, peanuts, onions, sweet peas, sweet corn, and cheese. Tamales with the
most elaborate fillings are made for the most festive occasions. There is a type of sweet
tamales (called tamales dulces) that are filled with strawberries, pineapple, and
sometimes chocolate.
While traditional tamales are eaten across Central America, South America, and
Cuba, some countries have special variations. For example, certain regions of Mexico
make a zacahuil, a 4-6 foot long tamal that is prepared over a wood fire at local markets
on weekends and special occasions such as weddings. Tamales made with pork, mint, and
chile congo (a small egg-shaped chile) are called nacatamal in Nicaragua. In Guatemala,
paches are tamales made with potato or rice instead of corn masa while chuchitos are
corn tamales with no filling. Humitas in Bolivia, Ecuador, Argentina, Chile, and Peru are
tamales where the filling ingredients plus fresh corn kernels are mixed with the masa
instead of stuffed in the middle, making a solid corn cake. A similar food found in
Colombia and Panama is the bollo, a simple mixture of fresh corn and spices with either
masa, yuca, or potato boiled in corn husks.
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